### Grant Recipient

| Dr. Heng Pan |
| Assistant Professor |
| Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering |

### Activities

- **What did you do?**
  - Attend ASME heat transfer K15 committee meeting

- **Who did you meet with or network with?**
  - Meet ASME heat transfer committee chairs and members

### Proposal

- Nov 12, 2018, Pittsburgh, PA.
- Itemized budget request
  - Conference registration: $570
  - Hotel: $487
- Why did you choose this trip, meeting, etc.?
  - Nominated as committee secretary
  - Meet with current committee chair and discuss future activities

### Outcomes

- Anticipated benefits of the trip.
  - Elected as committee secretary during the meeting
- Expected follow-on activities.
  - Organize several sessions in ASME heat transfer and International Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition (IMECE) conferences